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Covid & the Classroom

The mornings look very different this year as each child’s temperature is checked

and their belongings sanitized. Surfaces are sanitized, the building fogged, and

routines changed to limit unnecessary exposure to other classes and people. The

classroom environment and teaching methods have been the greatest endeavors

most teachers have undertaken. Second grade teacher Alexsia Terry said, “During

the first few weeks of school, staff [were] focusing on building relationships with

our students and tailoring learning to meet the needs of each student virtually and

in person. Months into school, teachers continue to prepare “exciting and intuitive

coursework” for students in the classroom and online.

The new procedures asked much from students and parents, but the cooperation

of both has made the school year’s pressures easier. For first grade teacher Mandy

Becker, students have taken leadership and responsibility in the classroom

concerning sanitation and masks.
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"My students are doing a
fabulous job with the new
procedures."

The year has been challenging, but  I.C. will

continue to further the school mission statement to

nurture every child, meet their needs, and foster a

love of learning in a faith-filled environment as

they pursue a safe environment in this brave new

world.

Covid & the Classroom con.

“My students are doing a fabulous job with the new

procedures. They have not complained about

wearing their masks, and they are ‘super sanitizers’

by sanitizing when they come in the room, when

they enter a new room, or when they come in from

outside. Although they do miss playing with their

friends from the other class, they follow the new

playground procedures as well,” said Becker. 

Parents with virtual students worried about class

relationships and the school environment,

however, teachers have provided detailed

schedules and lesson plans to keep students on

task and engaged. Mrs. Blentlinger, principal, has

incorporated students into her daily Meets and

extends participation to virtual students as well.

The inclusiveness of virtual students in Student of

the Month, group work, and class participation has

kept the feeling of community alive for many.
 



Saying "Goodbye"

This year brought more changes. Covid-19 forced

many into unforeseen decisions. Due to the pandemic,

teachers Laura Elwood (3rd) and Kristi Stevens (K)

resigned as I.C. faculty. We wish them well for the

years they nurtured, taught, and served! You will

always remain a part of the I.C. family!  Thank you!

Father Daniel Facts:

New Faces

Immaculate Conception welcomed new faculty

members Dani Nichols and Mindy Smith!  Our parish

and our school welcomed Father Daniel Velasco to

the community, too! God always brings the right

people at just the right time. 

Name: Father Daniel Velasco
Country of Origin: Mexico
Seminary Attended: Saint Meinrad Seminary in
Indiana
Favorite Food: tacos (pastor style – typical
Mexican meat)
Favorite Color: Mmmm, black??
Hobby: Play tennis
Favorite TV shows: Survivor, AGT, and Shark
Tank
Favorite Dog: German Shepherd
Musical Instruments: Organ and some Classical
Guitar
Favorite Bible Verse: Saint Luke 1:46-55



Google Meet has powered much of virtual instruction.

With its capabilities, students can attend "groups" and

have special instruction time individually. "I work with my

virtual intervention students two hours a day. Half of the

sessions are one-on-one direct math instruction. After all

these years and various curricula, this method is still tried

and true," said Dobbins. "The other sessions are with a

virtual student or two during my class of four on-site 5th

and 6th grade students. They miss their on-site friends so

I put my laptop by one of them. On-site students like to

play teacher with a whiteboard to show the virtual

students the math problems as we go through each step.

You never really know something till you teach it, as the

old adage goes. It’s fun for everyone because MUTE is

turned off. We need that special time to pray and laugh

together. I can hear about everyone’s families and how

they are faring in these difficult times. We savor the

levity and love. That makes us learn math more efficiently

and effectively, too." Since supplies still exchange on a

weekly basis, virtual students don't miss out on what they

have earned, either.

"My virtuals are still included in our incentive system[,]

[s]o if they earn a reward, I send their treat in their

portfolio on Friday that includes materials for the

following week," said Weidman.

Although there are still challenges, the instructors at I.C.

strive to engage children who remain virtual, including

them in the community, and meeting individual needs. 

Northwest
Evaluation
Association Testing

A new form of standardized testing began in

Catholic schools in October of 2020. Teachers and

administrators look forward to the new testing for

several reasons: testing is on Chromebooks,

releasing real-time and interactive reports for

teachers and parents; testing gauges learning three

times a year instead of one cumulative test in the

spring. What this information means for students,

teachers, and parents is that changes can be made

and interventions can be taken far sooner rather

than later. The capabilities to improve lessons and

classroom environments to improve learning can,

as principal Sharon Blentlinger stated, provide a

“roadmap for students towards achieving mastery

of skills and concepts". The NWEA testing provides

needed data to achieve the best learning for each

student, fulfilling the I.C. mission of promoting

academic excellence and, most importantly,

providing an individualized plan for students.

Virtual Superheroes

The 2020 school year posed challenges for educators

that, frankly, were unprecedented. A major

development in education has been the inclusion of

services targeted for students who need

accommodations or supplementation to the

classroom. The struggle in 2020 was how to meet

those needs for virtual students. Although Kathleen

Weidman, Resource Instructor,  and Title I

Interventionist Heather Dobbins serve on-site

students with supplemental and individualized

learning, these instructors sought to reach their

virtual students with inventive techniques and any

services students normally receive. Virtual I.C.

Buffaloes log on to Google Meets and work in groups

in the same manner they would on-site, giving

continuity and support to the children.



The Bookish
Boudreauxs

When Brin Marie Boudreaux wished she could pray

for her husband to have a mean bone in his body,

she never expected this would be the origin of a

children’s book, Meanbone and the Penny from
Heaven. “The Meanbone character and idea came

to me, I like to think, through a whisper of an Angel.

I’ve always believed in whispering Angels my whole

life. I believe it is my Catholic faith and the affinity

to Angels within the Catholic Church which draws

my attention to this subject,” said Boudreaux. 

Boudreaux’s Catholic faith follows the well-known

idea of asking for the intercession of saints. Angelic

intervention is often portrayed in scripture, and

Boudreaux began to imagine an angel people could

turn to for intervention. Praying to Meanbone, the

Angel of Meanbones, would provide those who

gave too much of themselves away to other people

with the ability to finally turn requests away.

“Meanbone’s theme teaches us that sometimes

when we do mean things or feel like being mean,

that we can ‘shake it off’ and choose to do good

instead,” said Boudreaux.

 

Boudreaux’s interest in writing stretches back to

her childhood and days of writing for her local

newspaper. She never expected the dream to

manifest itself as a family affair. While she acted on

the whispers sent to her from heaven, writing the

story of Meanbone, her husband and daughter

worked together on the illustrations. “It’s a long

journey from there to where I am today with

Meanbone being a hardcover children’s book and

available on Amazon. I am now a published author

who is actively seeking a literary agent to

represent me and my character Meanbone and to

hopefully share her theme on a wider scale.” 

To enjoy Meanbone and the Penny from Heaven,

shop locally at Bookish in Fort Smith and Chapters

on Main in Van Buren.
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Our Mission
Statement:

Follow Us:
Facebook: Immaculate
Conception Elementary
@icschoolfs
Instagram: @icschoolfs
Website:
www.icschoolfs.org

Contact Us:
Phone: 479.783.6798

Help support the mission of
Catholic Schools!

Donate:
https://icschoolfs.weshareonline.org/

Immaculate Conception Catholic
School, following the example of the

Blessed Virgin Mary, develops the
whole child, instills Gospel values,

inspires a love of learning, and
promotes academic excellence in a

diverse nurturing community.

Merry Christmas
& A Happy New Year!

from I.C. Elementary Faculty &

Staff


